
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

"CPBN pledges to be one of the world’s bravest public media organizations, 
exploring territory in ways no one else can, and empowering our audience to 
make our world a more extraordinary place to live." 

 

2015 LOCAL CONTENT AND SERVICE 
REPORT TO THE COMMUNITY 

 

LOCAL 
VALUE 

 

CPTV is a valuable asset to 
the state of Connecticut 
and its constituents.  
 
Connecticut Public 
Television (CPTV) – whose 
media properties are 
comprised of three networks, 
CPTV, CPTV4U and CPTV 
Sports – is the state's only 
locally owned TV station, 
producing content for 
distribution to Connecticut's 
wide-ranging and diverse 
communities with a mix of 
educational, news, public 
affairs, entertainment and 
children's programming and 
services.    
 
 

In 2015, CPTV broadcast 
the following local 
programs and provided a 
variety of local services to 
our diverse audiences:   
 

 All Things Connecticut 

 All Equals One: The 
Story of ECSU Rugby 

 Made in Connecticut – 
Year 2 Reporting 

 Infinity Hall Live,  
Season 4 

 The Kate 

 The Raising of America: 
A CPTV Town Hall 
Meeting 

 The Journey of 
Caregiving: A CPTV 
Town Hall Meeting 

 Water Works, Parts 1 & 2 

 The Keys to the Sky 

 

CPTV’s local services 
had deep impact across 
Connecticut in 2015. 
 
In 2015, CPTV’s local 
programs raised issues of 
importance to the people of 
Connecticut, providing expert 
opinion and generating 
dialogue as well as actionable 
information designed to 
improve the quality of life in 
Connecticut. Through CPTV 
and its other media platforms, 
the Connecticut Public 
Broadcasting Network 
(CPBN), CPTV’s parent 
company, reaches 1.17 
million people every month. 
CPTV plays an integral role in 
offering a platform that 
initiates discussion on a wide 
range of issues facing the 
state and its residents. 

"In addition to being the insurance capitol of the world, 
Hartford was the epicenter of American publishing. It is 
an important aspect of Hartford's cultural heritage that 
is sometimes overlooked, so we are especially 
heartened to see an organization of the caliber of 
CPBN expanding its storytelling in such an intimate and 
localized way."  
 

-- Cindy Lovell, Executive Director of Hartford’s  
Mark Twain House & Museum, on a CPBN local 
storytelling project launching in 2016 
 

 

LOCAL 
IMPACT 

 

2015 KEY 

SERVICES 



2015 LOCAL CONTENT AND SERVICE REPORT 

IN THE COMMUNITY  

In 2015, Connecticut Public Television (CPTV) further strengthened its commitment to serving Connecticut’s diverse 
communities through the broadcast of educational and entertaining non-commercial content. This content included 
offerings on CPTV as well as its sister stations, CPTV4U and CPTV Sports. CPTV and its sister stations were 
especially proud to premiere new local programs in 2015 that showcased and celebrated some of Connecticut’s 
many unique people, places and attributes. 
 
Additionally, CPTV — whose parent company, the Connecticut Public Broadcasting Network (CPBN) also includes 
WNPR/Connecticut Public Radio — worked with a number of partners in 2015 to launch special events, programs 
and initiatives, from panel discussions to multi-platform exploratory projects. Through these efforts, CPTV sought to 
highlight and encourage discussion about issues facing Connecticut citizens. Timely topics addressed included early 
child development, the challenges facing returning veterans and more. 
 
CPTV was also out in the community in 2015, engaging in outreach activities. CPTV had a presence at family events 
including the 2015 Connecticut Kids Fair and the 2015 Latino Expo in Hartford. CPTV also partnered with the 
INTAKE Organization to sponsor a performance by Ecuadorian musicians at the latter event. CPTV hosted free 
advance screenings of the Season 5 premiere of Downton Abbey in January 2015 at Wesleyan University’s Center 
for the Arts and the Warner Theatre. In October, CPTV’s parent company, CPBN, hosted the 90

th
 anniversary 

celebration of Connecticut company Pratt & Whitney at the Connecticut Convention Center. Here, industry 
professionals, community leaders and members of the public joined to celebrate the company and its impact on the 
state and on the world of aviation. CPTV Sports was out in the community in 2015 as well, filming student and 
professional sporting events throughout the state for broadcast. In December the station hosted the inaugural CPTV 
Sports Tip-Off Classic basketball tournament at a Connecticut high school to showcase talented local athletes. The 
games, which were broadcast live, were also open to the public, and local sports fans came out to spectate. 
 
CPTV also reaffirmed its commitment to education in 2015. The station was pleased to award a 2015 scholarship to a 
Connecticut student looking to pursue a career in the media field. Additionally, the Learning Lab, an educational 
facility housed at CPTV’s Hartford studios, hosted new students in 2015, including U.S. veterans who participated in 
the Veterans Vocational Training Program (VVTP), part of the Learning Lab’s Institute for Advanced Media (IAM). 
Through hands-on learning, Learning Lab students created original projects, several of which were recognized for 
excellence in 2015 by organizations including the National Academy of Television Arts & Sciences and the Reel 
Youth Hartford Film Festival. The Learning Lab also hosted free events for local families throughout the year, from 
educational activities to special screenings of PBS Kids content. More than 200 children and adults were served by 
the educational programs and activities of the Learning Lab in 2015. 
 
In 2013, CPTV celebrated its 50

th
 anniversary, and pledged to continue to tell Connecticut’s stories and enrich the 

lives of its people for another 50 years. In 2015, CPTV continued and even strengthened its efforts toward fulfilling 
this pledge. 
 
CPTV 2015 Key Initiatives 
 
The following highlights key initiatives that CPTV participated in during 2015. Each of these initiatives was made 
possible through successful collaborations between CPTV and its community partners: 
 

 All Things Connecticut 
CPTV’s magazine-style series tells the stories that make the Nutmeg State a unique place to live, work and play. 
From orienteering and the arts, to fascinating biographies and stunning video essays, this series focuses on the 
interesting and unique facets of Connecticut life. The exploration of “all things Connecticut” continued in 2015 
with new episodes highlighting many of Connecticut’s unique delights. An All Things Connecticut special titled A 
Friendly Story also premiered, telling the story of the Blake brothers, who, in nearby Massachusetts, founded the 
restaurant chain and ice cream manufacturer known today as Friendly’s. The special also brought viewers on 
tours of Lyman Orchards in Middlefield and architect Phillip Johnson’s Glass House in New Canaan. 
 

 All Equals One: The Story of ECSU Rugby 
In 2015, CPTV acquired content from Eastern Connecticut State University (ECSU) and helped broaden the story 
into a full-length documentary titled All Equals One: The Story of ECSU Rugby. This moving documentary 
captures the passion and devotion of one Connecticut rugby team whose resilience and unbreakable bond 
helped them overcome tragedy and heartbreak. 
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 Made in Connecticut – Year 2 Reporting 
Made in Connecticut is a multi-platform initiative designed to explore modern manufacturing and the role of innovation 
at companies that are located and thriving in Connecticut. Launched in 2014, this campaign features special content 
on both CPTV and WNPR that explores such topics as the value that manufacturing provides to the state's economy; 
how the manufacturing sector is contributing to the creation of jobs in Connecticut; how advances in technology have 
changed the nature of manufacturing and the skills needed to work successfully in the manufacturing environment; 
and how science, technology and innovation are transforming manufacturing endeavors around the world, the nation 
and the state. The second year of the initiative kicked off in 2015, allowing CPTV and WNPR to delve even deeper 
into Connecticut’s unique manufacturing culture with new reports showcasing a number of local companies. 
 

 Infinity Hall Live, Season 4 
Infinity Hall Live features world-class musicians giving powerful performances in an intimate setting, and viewers are 
granted front-row seats. Built in 1883, the acoustically pristine Infinity Music Hall lends itself to exceptional, intimate 
concerts. Infinity Hall Live takes advantage of this unique setting, offering fans a profound and personal way to enjoy 
their favorite artists’ songs. Viewers also learn more about the artists through exclusive interviews and backstage 
footage. In 2015, CPTV proudly presented a whole new season of episodes featuring artists hailing from a diverse 
range of musical backgrounds and styles. 
 

 The Kate  
CPTV’s newest original series is a national music series filmed at Connecticut’s own Katharine Hepburn Cultural Arts 
Center. The Kate aims to step away from the traditional music series format to create a true connection between the 
performer and the audience. It offers captivating performances and revealing interviews with unique artists who 
display the high-spirited charisma of the show’s namesake, Katharine Hepburn. Also, like Infinity Hall Live, the series 
features an extraordinary local performance venue, highlighting a cultural asset that is unique to Connecticut. 
 

 The Raising of America: A CPTV Town Hall Meeting 
The Raising of America is a PBS documentary that premiered in 2015 and addressed timely issues of early child 
health and development. In May 2015, CPTV hosted a town hall event featuring an exclusive preview of The Raising 
of America and a panel of early childhood experts from around the state who discussed ideas raised in the film. Their 
discussion, which took place at CPTV’s Hartford studios before a live studio audience, was broadcast live on CPTV 
and streamed live at CPTV.org. 

 

 The Journey of Caregiving: A CPTV Town Hall Meeting 
Family caregivers provide billions of dollars annually in unpaid care, allowing their loved ones to remain at home and 
out of costly institutions. CPTV invited a panel of experts and caregivers, as well as a studio audience, to its Hartford 
studios in May 2015 to discuss the topic of family caregiving, including how to plan for and navigate the challenges of 
caregiving and how the State of Connecticut can best support its caregivers and their work. This conversation was 
broadcast live on CPTV and streamed live at CPTV.org. 

 Water Works, Parts 1 & 2 
Produced through a partnership with Hartford’s Metropolitan District Commission (MDC), the two-part documentary 
Water Works focuses on the vital natural resource of clean water and how it reaches Connecticut residents. Part 1, 
“Bringing Pure, Clean Water to Connecticut,” looks at how visionaries created a century-old system to get clean water 
into Connecticut homes, and how that system has evolved to serve residents today. Part 2, “The Water Life Cycle: 
Cleaning Wastewater,” details the history and science of wastewater treatment at the MDC and explores the Clean 
Water Project, a massive effort underway to improve the quality of the water in the Connecticut River by upgrading 
and improving the area’s sewage systems. 
 

 The Keys to the Sky 
CPTV’s documentary The Keys to the Sky explores how the people of Connecticut company Pratt & Whitney helped 
create the modern aviation industry. A Community Partner Content Production with Pratt & Whitney, The Keys to the 
Sky examines Pratt & Whitney’s origins and founder Frederick Rentschler’s revolutionary “Wasp” air-cooled radial 
engine, while also introducing viewers to the company’s new PurePower engine, designed to be 15 percent more fuel 
efficient than conventional engines. Using historical records, photographs and footage, the documentary features the 
milestones that made the company a survivor.  

 

http://keystothesky.org/
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Encouraging Discussion in the Community 
 
CPTV seeks to encourage discussion and exploration of issues  
that are important to Connecticut citizens. In 2015, CPTV showcased  
timely issues of early childhood education and the challenges facing  
family caregivers with the broadcasts of The Raising of America:  
A CPTV Town Hall Meeting and The Journey of Caregiving: A CPTV  
Town Hall Meeting. Viewers were encouraged to join these conver- 
sations with their own questions and comments. CPTV also hosted a  
screening of the Academy Award-nominated documentary Last Days  
in Vietnam in April 2015, accompanied by a panel discussion that  
included Connecticut veterans who had served in the conflict. This  
discussion, held at Central Connecticut State University, allowed  
these and other veterans to give voice to their experiences. Further,  
CPTV partnered with WNPR/Connecticut Public Radio in April to celebrate the premiere of 180 Days: Hartsville, a 
documentary exploring issues of American public school reform. CPTV and WNPR hosted a preview screening of the 
film and a community forum and panel discussion. The discussion featured the input of Connecticut educators and was 
recorded for a special episode of WNPR’s news-talk show Where We Live. 
 

                            

     

Committed to Education 
 
Housed at CPTV’s Hartford headquarters, the Learning Lab is an  
innovative educational facility where students and teachers leverage  
technology to inspire creativity, learn digital media skills, produce  
content and develop college- and career-readiness skills. During  
the school year, the Learning Lab serves as a satellite campus for  
high school seniors through a partnership with Hartford Public  
Schools and the Journalism & Media Academy Magnet School (JMA).  
The Learning Lab is also home of the Institute for Advanced Media  
(IAM), a private vocational training school for adults. The Veterans  
Vocational Training Program (VVTP), an initiative of the IAM, offers 
free training in the media arts to U.S. veterans and their spouses and  
caregivers. The Learning Lab even offers a program specifically for college students and recent college graduates known as 
the CPBN Media Lab. The educational programs of the Learning Lab are designed with the goal of providing authentic 
learning experiences through student-centered curriculums. In 2015, students learned by working on professional projects 
like Ethan’s Music Room, a series of music education interstitials featuring young musician Ethan Bortnick. This series was 
produced “for kids, by kids, with kids,” as it was shot, edited and promoted by a team of high school students from the JMA, 
with help from IAM and Media Lab students. 

                                  

                                 

 

Celebrating Connecticut Innovation and Industry 
 
Showcasing local business, industry and innovation has always been 
important to CPTV. In 2015, CPTV launched Year 2 of the multi-
platform Made in Connecticut initiative. CPTV, as well as WNPR, 
aired new reports on local businesses large and small, and 
highlighted advancements in technology and manufacturing taking 
place in the Nutmeg State. Meanwhile, parent company CPBN 
further showcased local industry by hosting the 90

th
 anniversary 

celebration for Connecticut aerospace manufacturer Pratt & Whitney. 
In addition, CPTV premiered The Keys to the Sky, a documentary 
detailing Pratt & Whitney’s effect on the world of aviation. 
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11 of Us  

 

CPTV and its parent company, CPBN, are dedicated to 

honoring the nation’s service men and women, as 

evidenced by CPBN’s establishment of the Veterans 

Coming Home Project, a multi-media storytelling 

initiative, and the Veterans Vocational Training Program 

(VVTP), which offers advanced training in 21st-century 

media skills to veterans and their spouses and 

caregivers. 
 

In 2015, CPTV expanded upon this dedication with the 

11 of Us initiative. The goal of this project was to give a 

voice to Connecticut veterans and civilians making a 

difference in their communities. 11 of Us combined the 

efforts of CPTV, WNPR and CPBN’s Institute for 

Advanced Media (home of the VVTP). 

 

As part of the project, 11 stories from veterans and 

people close to them were recorded and shared on 

WNPR and online. These stories dealt with life-changing 

experiences, heartache, philanthropy, struggle and 

change, with the goal of bringing audiences a deeper 

awareness and appreciation for the sacrifices made by 

America’s service men and women. CPTV aired 

supplemental content showcasing veterans issues in an 

effort to continue the conversation. 

 
Reach in the Community: 
CPTV asked the Connecticut community to support the 

11 of Us project by donating cold-weather clothing 

for an 11 of Us clothing drive to benefit several veterans 

organizations around the state. Almost 800 pounds of 

clothing was donated by organizations and individuals 

from across Connecticut for veterans in need. 

 

In addition, close to Veterans Day 2015 an event was 

held for veterans, their families and members of 

veterans service organizations as a gesture of 

appreciation. The event included a screening of the PBS 

documentary Debt of Honor, which also aired on CPTV 

and which follows the transition veterans must undergo 

after suffering a combat-related injury. More than 80 

people attended the event at CPTV headquarters. 

 

 

 

                                

Words to Give By 
 

 
 

Also launched in 2015 was the Words to Give By 

initiative, a community-wide storytelling project created 

through a partnership with WNPR and the Hartford 

Foundation for Public Giving to record and share 

stories of everyday generosity, philanthropy and acts of 

kindness both big and small. These stories were 

broadcast on WNPR and made available online, while 

Institute for Advanced Media (IAM) students created 

original video content in connection with the project. 

Reach in the Community: 
Over the course of the project, 170 participants 

recorded 154 interviews throughout the Greater 

Hartford region. 
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CPTV partnered with a number of 
organizations in 2015, including: 
 

 Hartford Public Schools 
 The INTAKE Organization 
 The Hartford Foundation 

for Public Giving 
 Pratt & Whitney 
 The Metropolitan District 

Commission (MDC) 
 The Central Connecticut 

State University Veterans 
History Project 

 Eastern Connecticut  
State University 

 WNPR/Connecticut Public 
Radio 
 

“Celebrate the enduring power of great 

storytelling.” – Hartford Courant editor and 

Words to Give By participant Andrew Julien 

 

 
As a statewide provider of content and outreach, CPTV is keenly aware of the diversity that 
exists in Connecticut. Race, income and rural vs. urban are just a few examples of differences 
present in our state’s population, and these differences create challenges that must be 
addressed. 

 

 

11 of Us 
participant Gil 
Sanborn folds 
an American 
flag quilt given 
to him by his 
“adopted 
platoon.” 

Honorary  
Co-Chair Gov. 
Dannel Malloy 
speaks at the 
Pratt & Whitney 
90th Anniversary 
Celebration 
hosted by CPBN 
on October 16, 
2015. 

"On Day One I said ‘I'm not artistic or 

creative.’ Now that is the furthest from the 

truth!” – Nathaniel Towler, 2015 student of 

the Media Lab at CPTV’s Hartford 

headquarters  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Attendees of 
one of CPTV’s 
Downton Abbey 
season 
premiere 
screenings 
pose in the 
period 
costumes they 
wore to the 
event. 


